REPORTS & KPI’S
REAL TIME,
CUSTOMISABLE REPORTS
WHEN YOU NEED THEM.
MAIN DESCRIPTION:
Understanding your data gives you powerful insights
into your organisation and empowers you to promote
a zero harm safety culture. Effective’s Reports &
KPI’s module gives you the information you need

KEY FEATURES:

both at ground level and for higher level board
insights. Effective’s intuitive reporting platform
allows users to easily pull live data and graphs relating
to what they want to track.

>

Easily track leading and lagging indicators for better insight.

>

Set monthly health and safety targets you wish to achieve through
our KPI’s.

>

Share reports between sites or locations.

>

Automate key reports to be delivered directly to your inbox.

>

Ensure continuity in performance analysis and reporting locally, nationally
or globally within your business.

BENEFITS:
INTEGRATION
Whether it is point in time status reports on incidents, training or action; monthly key performance
indicators for lost time or incident frequencies; or our unique daily metrics giving you real time rate of
change in your organisation, Effective Reports & KPI’s module integrates with all our safety modules.

ACCESSIBILITY

REPORTS &
KPI’S

Access to real time reports at any given time. Give your System administrators access to view reports they
need to see. The Reporting and KPI module gives users control of what they want to see through our user
friendly report ﬁlters. Allow our Reporting module to automatically generate your reports in a graphical or
Excel output.

FLEXIBILITY
The Reporting module gives you the option to choose from a multitude of reports ranging from anyone of
our system modules. Easily reﬁne what information you want to generate by using our user friendly
ﬁltering. This allows user to deﬁne exactly what they need to see at the click of a button, cutting time and
costs on researching and digging into their data.

COMPREHENSIVE MODULE OFFERING
Reports & KPI’S is just one of 19 product modules that are available. Whatever your industry sector, whatever
your challenge, Effective’s comprehensive range of product modules is sure to provide you with the tools to
streamline your entire health and safety procedures.
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